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Abstract: Identifying reservoir electrofacies has an important role in determining hydrocarbon bearing intervals. In this
study, electrofacies of the Kockatea Formation in the Perth Basin were determined via cluster analysis. In this
method, distance data were initially calculated and then connected spatially by using a linkage function. The
dendrogram function was used to extract the cluster tree for formations over the study area. Input logs were
sonic log (DT), gamma ray log (GR), resistivity log (IND), and spontaneous potential (SP). A total of 30 reservoir
electrofacies were identified within this formation. Integrated geochemical and petrophysics data showed that
zones with electrofacies 3, 4, 9, and 10 have potential for shale gas production. In addition, the results showed that
cluster analysis is a precise, rapid, and cost-effective method for zoning reservoirs and determining electrofacies
in hydrocarbon reservoirs.
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1. Introduction

Source rocks that have not yet expelled all the hydrocar-bons they generated can be called gas shales. These rockscan simply be defined as “organic-rich and fine-grainedrocks” that typically exhibit widespread gas saturation
∗E-mail: Biswajeet24@gmail.com, biswajeet@lycos.com

and geographically extensive accumulations. These rocksexpand geographically at a large scale in terms of occur-rence and are determined to be rich in organic contents.Hence, the total place gas volume is generally high. How-ever, the low matrix permeability of these rocks makes theoverall gas recovery factor comparatively low [1]. Thesesource rocks, which are inefficient in releasing hydrocar-bons, can be the best prospects for shale gas. Throughcurrent technology, flow paths are created by artificiallyfracturing rock formations, and thus, shale gas collection
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becomes accessible and economical. Consequently, shalegas collection is rapidly becoming one of the acceptedmethods in the petroleum industry with regard to explo-ration and production.Systems in which formations have low permeability areconsidered unconventional reservoirs. These systems in-clude gas shale, coal bed methane, and gas hydrates,among others. The low permeability of these formationsnecessitates stimulating the reservoir to increase perme-ability. This process is typically achieved via hydraulicfracturing of reservoirs. Vertical or horizontal wells canbe drilled. Shale gas wells can be similar to other uncon-ventional or conventional wells in terms of depth, drillingprocess, and production rate [2]. Natural gas will not read-ily flow to any vertical well drilled through shale forma-tions because of the low permeability of such rocks. Thisproblem may be overcome by drilling horizontal wells. Inthis process, the drill bit is steered from its downwardtrajectory to follow a horizontal trajectory for 1 km to2 km, thereby exposing the wellbore to a maximum reser-voir area. Horizontal drilling is frequently used in shalegas wells, with lateral lengths reaching 3,000 m withinthe shale, to create a maximum borehole surface area thatis in contact with the shale. By drilling horizontally, thewellbore may intersect with a high number of naturallyexisting fractures in the reservoir. The drill path directionis selected based on known fracture trends in each area.The advantage of drilling horizontally versus vertically isincreased access to the reservoir; however, the former re-quires a significantly higher cost. Horizontal drilling isimportant because it allows more gas to be extracted ata shorter period than vertical drilling. However, the costof horizontal drilling is generally twice or thrice that ofvertical drilling. Technology is considered as the key todeveloping successful shale gas collection methods.Gas shales are generally deposited as mud in low-energyenvironments, such as tidal flats and deep water basins.Fine-grained clay particles are separated from the sus-pension and settle down in still water. Organic matter,such as algae, animals, and plant-derived organic debris,can also be deposited during the settling of fine-grainedsediments. The sediments accumulate into tabular claygrains that become compacted because of the additionaldeposition of sediments. Consequently, a thin laminar bedof mud lithifies into thinly layered shale. These fine andsheet-like clay minerals form shale rocks with low hori-zontal and vertical permeability [2].Oil (or gas) is typically found in sedimentary rocks withspecific properties (porosity and permeability) that makethem “good” or “poor” potential reservoirs. Shale gas isa self-reservoir source rock with potential in both afore-mentioned aspects. Therefore, shale strata, after reaching

its maturation stage as a source rock, contain free andadsorbed gas that can be considered as a reservoir andcan be exploited by using new techniques such as hy-draulic fracturing. In the absence of an actual outcropand complete core data, reservoir quality is typically de-termined by studying wireline well logs. Occasionally,such data can be quantified or confirmed after additionalinformation is collected. Additional samples can be gath-ered from rotary sidewall or entire cores. An approachis frequently employed to obtain relative quality rank-ing to divide rocks in a particular vertical sequence intoseveral types by using wireline well log information andcore data. The approach used in this research is clus-tering analysis. In this technique, grouping samples areobtained such that those found in the same group (calleda cluster) are more similar (in one sense or another) to oneanother compared with those in other groups (clusters =categories = rock types = facies). Various characteris-tics affect the well log tool down-hole signal. Moreover,the signal is derived from both the rock matrix and thefluids in the pore spaces. When samples are clusteredinto groups by using wireline well log data, these groupsare termed “electrofacies.” Electrofacies have been iden-tified by using a traditional sedimentologic description ofrocks (cores). However, electrofacies have been inferredto reflect properties of different depositional environments,which may be distinguished by using well log tool signals.The whole core was initially studied in research on gasshales. Barnett and Woodford shales (United States) wereinvestigated according to the method presented in [1]. Thismethod includes analyzing the samples based on litholog-ical properties. For several decades, well log analysis wasconducted manually and visually to identify rocks. Iden-tification was performed mainly by using cutoffs. There-fore, intervals with values were previously determined for agiven rock type in one or more logs (e.g., shale and sand-ston by using gamma ray). Using this method requiresan experienced log analyst who can relate the standardsobtained to different lithological types. Although thismethod is satisfactory, it demands a considerable amountof time to analyze a single well or interval. This methodis also subject to different criteria of standard recogni-tion, as well as limited to human capacity, in simultane-ously relating naturally varying data. In the past years,however, numerous researchers have developed differentapproaches to automate the process. A number of tech-niques, such as statistical ones [3, 4], have been used. Inthis study, cluster analysis was employed to group dataand to identify electrofacies in gas shale strata.This study on electrofacies and gas shale proposes a novelmethod for rapidly determining gas shale zones, such asthose in the Perth Basin in Western Australia.
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2. Geology of the Perth Basin

The Perth Basin has an elongated shape (Figure 1) ex-tending from the north to the south in the southwesternpart of Australia. It consists of a succession of sedimen-tary layers ranging from the Silurian to the Pleistocene.Nearly half of the basin is situated onshore and extendsfrom near the Murchison River to the South Coast, cover-ing a distance of approximately 750 km [5].The Perth Basin is a structurally complex basin with anarea of approximately 172,300 km2. It was formed inthe Permian to the Early Cretaceous during the sepa-ration of Greater India and Australia. At different timeperiods, such as the Permian, the Late Triassic to theEarly Jurassic, and the Middle Jurassic to the Early Cre-taceous, oblique rifting produced the structural architec-ture of the Perth Basin, which was superimposed on pre-existing basement rocks [6].A high Precambrian basement, known as the Northamp-ton Block, lies in the north. This block separates thePerth Basin from the Carnarvon Basin. The Darling Faultmarks the eastern margin of the Perth Basin. This fault isidentified as north–south trending fault. On the westerndownthrown side, the displacement is nearly 15 km [7].Grabens are juxtaposed against granite and gneiss at theYilgarn Block (Precambrian). Meanwhile, the sedimentsslip and fall into half-grabens from the Western AustralianShield [8].When extension occurred during the Permian period, anorth–south trending series of deep (nearly 15 km) riftbasins (Dandaragan and Bunbury Troughs) were formedalong the western boundary of the Yilgarn Craton. In thenorthern Perth Basin, the Dandaragan Trough is the mostimportant depocenter next to the Darling Fault. Nearly15,000 m of sediments from the Silurian to the Cretaceousperiods (as mentioned earlier) were deposited as a resultof the rifting. In the south, a shallow basement structure,known as the Harvey Ridge, separates the DandaraganTrough from the Bunbury Trough [8]. Along the south-western boundary of the Northampton complex lies thenorthwestern branch of the Permian rift system, calledthe Abrolhos Sub-basin. The Beagle Ridge, the Gree-nough Shelf, and the Dongara Terrace, which basicallyform a high intra-basin, separate the Abrolhos Sub-basinfrom the Dandaragan Trough. The Abrolhos Sub-basinis a major offshore structural feature that is located inthe northern Perth Basin. The Houtman Basin is a sagbasin that is thickening westward. It consists of Triassicand Jurassic sedimentary rocks formed during the MiddleTriassic to the Middle Jurassic. The Vlaming Sub-basinis a rift basin formed during the Middle Jurassic to theEarly Cretaceous. This sub-basin is known for having

Figure 1. Location map of the study area [9].

deep and large half-grabens along its northern extent asit dips westward. Erosion, widespread inversion, strike-slip tectonics, and volcanism are related to breakup eventsduring the Early Cretaceous. These activities significantlymodified the structural architecture of the Perth Basin [6].
2.1. Kockatea Shale
Kockatea shale is considered as one of the most impor-tant source rocks in the Perth Basin. This formation, whichwas deposited during the Triassic period, has a 15 m to38 m thick rich organic basal section, with a total or-ganic carbon (TOC) concentration of 2%. Kockatea shaleis abundant in phytoplankton and finely divided exinite.Type 2 kerogen is common and is likely to be consid-ered as significant sources of hydrocarbons in this interval.TOC concentrations start decreasing upward and reachless than 0.5% in overlying shale. However, these concen-trations include organic matter derived from land plants,which is highly prone to gas formation. Kockatea shalecan be identified as overmature in the deep sections ofthe Dandaragan Trough. Several sections of the Beagle
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Ridge, as well as most areas of the Abrolhos Sub-basin,currently lie within the oil window [8]. Kockatea shalereaches 1,060 m thick (in Woolmulla 1) petroleum explo-ration wells with the thickness typically increasing south-ward. However, Early Triassic activities along the BeagleRidge and the Mountain Bridge reduced thickness in thearea of the Dongara Terrace and in the northern portionof the Beagle Ridge [5].
LithologyDark shale, siltstone, minor sandstone, and limestonemake up the entire unit. The outcrop lies near Gerald-ton, and is near the junction of the Kockatea Creek andthe Greenough River (280 33’10"S, 1150 10’10"E) with athickness of 12 m. The unit in the outcrop has purple, red,brown, or buff thin ferruginous siltstone or fine-grainedsandstone that is typically exposed as loose talus. Thethickness of beds in this area is less than 10 cm. Largeasymmetric ripple marks, cross-bedding, trails, and toolmarks are also found.
Kockatea MembersTwo sandy members, namely, the Arranoo member andthe Bookara member, have been identified in Kockateashale [10]. The base of Kockatea shale, also called “basalTriassic sandstone,” is described in [10]. The Dongarasandstone is actually excluded from the formation [5].
Arranoo Sandstone MemberThe upper portion of Kockatea shale consists of thin in-terbeds of siltstone and sandstone, which are known as theArranoo member. The beds are discontinuous and lenticu-lar, thus representing shallow marine facies with a regres-sive phase. In Dongara and Mount Horner, marketableamounts of oil have been extracted. In North Eregulla,small amounts of oil have also been recovered from upperKockatea shale [8].
Bookara Sandstone MemberThis sandstone member is restricted to the GreenoughShelf. The Bookara member clearly lies within Lower Tri-assic Kockatea shale in wells, such as Rakrani 1, Bon-niefield 1, and Condor 1. The similarity of log responsebetween this area and the upper part of Dongara sand-stone makes this type section problematic.
Hovea MemberThis member has been recently identified in the bottompart of Kockatea. The Hovea member consists of dark grayto gray-black, sub-fissile to fissile claystone/shale alongwith occasional interbeds of light gray to white limestone,and minor sandstone from shallow marine depositions.

2.2. Stratigraphic Relationships
Kockatea shale unconformably overlies the CarynginiaFormation of the Permian period. In the northern part ofthe area, this shale overlies Dongara sandstone. However,this contact remains undetermined. The Woodada For-mation conformably overlies Kockatea shale. In severalnorthern parts, the Cattamarra Coal Measures, Lesueursandstone, or the Eneabba Formation overlie Kockateashale with a disconformity [5].
2.3. Depositional Environment
The deposition of Kockatea shale is described as shallowmarine. In the lower and middle portions of the forma-tion, sandstone bodies are called strandlines and offshorebars [10].
3. Material and methods
The characteristic properties of gas shale well logs rangefrom high to very high gamma ray >150 g API, high resis-tivity >15 ohm, high sonic porosity, and low spontaneouspotential log. With regard to characteristic properties andin presenting well logs for correlation, four logs, namely,sonic log (DT), gamma ray log (GR), resistivity log (IND),and spontaneous potential (SP) from 10 wells in the PerthBasin were analyzed in this study. These wells wereselected based on geochemical data and burial history,thermal modeling data, and well log presentation. Theaforementioned wells were examined with regard to gasor oil generation/non-generation (Table 1) and correlationof well logs. The Mahalanobis function of MATLAB wasused to calculate the distances of the data. Eq. 6, whichis a Complete linkage function, was used as a link amongthe distances. A clustering tree was generated to iden-tify the number of meaningful clusters. Cluster analysisis a convenient method for identifying homogenous groupsof objects called clusters. Objects (cases or observations)in a specific cluster share numerous characteristics, butare dissimilar to objects that do not belong in the samecluster [11].Cluster analysis involves classifying objects into differ-ent groups, or specifically, partitioning data sets intosubsets (or clusters). Hence, data in each subset ide-ally share several common traits, which are frequentlyrelated to proximity according to some defined distancemeasures [12]. Data clustering is a common technique foranalyzing statistical data. This technique is applied innumerous fields, including machine learning, data mining,pattern recognition, image analysis, and bioinformatics.Apart from the term “data clustering” (or simply “cluster-
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ing”), a number of terms with similar meanings, including“cluster analysis,” “automatic classification,” “numericaltaxonomy,” “botryology,” and “typological analysis,” arealso used.In any clustering technique, selecting a distance measureto determine the similarity between two elements is an im-portant step. This step influences the shape of the clustersbecause some elements may be close to others based onone distance but far according to another. For example,in a 2D space, the distance between the point (x=1, y=0)and the origin (x=0, y=0) is always 1 according to usualnorms. However, the distance between the point (x=1,y=1) and the origin can be 2 or 1 if you consider the1-norm, 2-norm, or infinity-norm distances.The common distance functions are as follows:
1. Euclidean distance:

d2
rs = (xr − xs) (xr − xs)′ (1)

2. Standardized Euclidean distance:
d2

rs = (xr − xs) D−1 (xr − xs)′ (2)
Where D is the diagonal matrix with diagonal el-ements, which denotes the variance of the variableXj over the objects.

3. Mahalanobis distance:
d2

rs = (xr − xs) V −1 (xr − xs)′ (3)
where V is the sample covariance matrix.

4. City Block metric:
drs = n∑

j=1
∣∣xrj − xsj

∣∣ (4)
5. Minkowski metric:

drs =
 n∑

j=1
∣∣xrj − xsj

∣∣
(1/p) (5)

Usually the distance between two clusters s and r is oneof the following:
1. The maximum distance between elements of eachcluster (also called complete linkage clustering):

d (r, s) = max (dist
(
xn, xsj

))
, i ∈ (i, ..., nr) , j ∈ (1, ..., ns)(6)

2. The minimum distance between elements of eachcluster also called single linkage clustering):
d (r, s) = min (dist

(
xn, xsj

))
, i ∈ (i, ..., nr) , j ∈ (1, ..., ns)(7)

3. The mean distance between elements of each clus-ter (also called average linkage clustering):
d (r.s) = 1

nrns

nr∑
i=1

ns∑
j=1 dist

(
xn, xsj

) (8)
4. The distance between centroid elements of eachcluster (also called centroid linkage clustering):

d (r.s) = d (x̄r , x̄s) (9)
Well log data were introduced as primary data into MAT-LAB software, which was then used to calculate the dis-tances between them. The processed log data (namely,GR, DT, IND, and SP) were loaded as an input matrix(x). Then, the most used distance function [13] was ap-plied to calculate distances between data. The linkagefunction takes the distance information generated by the“pdist function,” and links pairs of objects that are closetogether into binary clusters (that is, clusters made up oftwo objects). Based on this method, a dendrogram thatconsisted of numerous U-shaped lines that connected ob-jects in a hierarchical tree was generated. The height ofeach U represents the distance between the two objectsthat are being connected. If the data points in the originaldataset are few, then each leaf in the dendrogram corre-sponds to one data point. If many data points are found,then the complete tree appears crowded and the dendro-gram collapses lower branches to allow some leaves in theplot to correspond to more than one data point. The fi-nal step in cluster analysis is generating data clusters byusing a set of cutoff values. Cluster analysis involves clas-sifying objects into different groups, or specifically, parti-tioning a data set into subsets (clusters). Hence, data ineach subset ideally share some common features, whichare frequently related to proximity according to some de-fined distance measures [12]. Data clustering is a commontechnique for analyzing statistical data. This technique isapplied in many fields, including machine learning, datamining, pattern recognition, image analysis, and bioinfor-matics. Apart from the term “data clustering” (or simply“clustering”), a number of terms with similar meanings, in-cluding “cluster analysis,” “automatic classification,” “nu-merical taxonomy,” “botryology,” and “typological analy-sis” are also used [14]. In the present research, severalgroups of data clusters were generated by identifying dif-ferent cutoff values or thresholds.
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4. Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the dendrogram acquired from the wells.For a detailed study of the zones, 30 clusters were iden-tified in the tree. By using the maximum data cluster, ac-curate facies changes in the strata were determined andmarked as gas shale zones. The identified clusters werecontrolled by plotting them against the available logs atthe wells. For example, Figure 2 represents the resultingelectrofacies for the wells. The electrofacies were plottedas a stair diagram and a color map at the column.

Figure 2. Dendrogram of the studied wells in the Perth Basin.

4.1. Electrofacies
The objective of well log cluster analysis is to search forsimilarities/dissimilarities among data points in the mul-tivariate space of logs to group them into classes calledelectrofacies [16]. In terms of log properties, facies arecalled electrofacies. Although evaluating electrofaciesand geological facies are different processes, both tech-niques aim to describe physical rock parameters. Thezonation of electrofacies establishes a strong base to ex-trapolate geological information obtained from the cores.This technique allows log data to be integrated into othergeological aspects of an oil-field or basin study.A better method to analyze facies is to establish a classi-fication model that separates log data into sets of log re-sponses, thus characterizing and distinguishing sediments.After identifying unique log responses related to facies,these responses are also searched in other wells [16].Several lithofacies have different and distinctive logcurves. A high amount of uranium in phosphatic depositsindicates a high gamma ray value. In many other shales,the association between uranium and phosphates is com-mon [17].A high uranium concentration in marine source rocks re-sults in an increase in total gamma ray intensity. In gasshale reservoirs where uranium-enriched minerals are notpresent or in reservoirs that do not have uranium-enriched

clays, uranium and gamma ray correlation methods aresuitable.
Gamma ray is a critical well log that helps differentiateseals or source rock shale from sandstone or carbonate,which are reservoir lithologies of conventional systems.In such situation, fined-grained lithofacies occasionallybecome complicated and gamma ray becomes unhelpful.This situation can occur when the gas shale of interesthas been deposited under marine depositional conditions.In lacustrine conditions, uranium is typically scarce, andsometimes, no relation can be observed between TOC anduranium [18]. In such situation, the total gamma ray curveremains as a good indicator of overall content [19]. Elec-trofacies were studied with regard to the logs presented,burial history, thermal modeling, and geochemical data(Table 1). By using these bases, three major types ofwells were determined, namely, type 1 gas productivewell, type 2 oil productive well, and type 3 non-productivewell. The electrofacies in the three types of wells werecompared and interpreted in terms of petrophysical data,burial history, as well as thermal and geochemical results.
Type 1: Electrofacies for Yardarino 1

With respect to geochemical data, time–temperature index(TTI), and vitrinit reflectance (Ro), this well reaches a gasproduction zone. Log data electrofacies of 3, 4, 9, and10 with high DT, GR, and IND, but low SP are potentialsources of shale gas (Figures 2 and 3, Table 1). Kockateashale has a series of thinly interbedded fine sandstone,siltstone, shale, and minor limestone. This shale has moresand in the upper area and more shale below 7100 ft.Thin limestone beds with occasional brown mica flakesare present between 7310 ft. and 7400 ft.

Figure 3. Electrofacies for Yardarino1 in the Perth Basin.
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Table 1. Burial history parameters of Kockatea shale in the Perth Basin.

WELL_NAME LATITUDE LONGITUDE Kockatea Thickness Toc Tmax TTI Ro
(Decimal Degrees) (Decimal Degrees)

Yardarino 1 -29.22028 115.05278 275.2 3.4615 472 170 1.5
Cadda 1 -30.3362726 115.2147926 439.5 0.54 _ 50 _
Erregulla 1 -29.3744 115.3958 326.1 0.46 444 50 _
Eurangoa 1 -29.1259833 115.1392214 243.0 1.053 467 8 _
Mondarra 1 -29.3142 115.1153 353.3 0.37 435 170 1.6
Mt Horner 01 -29.1283 115.0833 189.0 1.5 476 2 0.7
North Erregulla 1 -29.2456 115.3261 372.2 0.8616 438 162 _
South Turtle Dove 1B -30.1295 114.6366 318.0 0.548 473 10 _
Strawberry Hill 1 -29.2547 115.1203 761.0 1.195 437 170 1.8
Beharra 2 -29.5154299 115.0208959 378.9 0.35 432 162 0.5

Table 2. Basics statistics of four recognized major gas shale elec-
trofacies in the reservoir (max = maximum value; avg =
average value; min = minimum value).

Electrofacies DT GR IND SPMax 93.55153 235.4639 73.52313 99.27867
3 Avg 85.09683 198.5694 21.93008 80.18381Min 70.32629 176.1932 6.729254 68.96674Max 83.75621 202.929 88.69775 101.5534
4 Avg 70.37966 164.6867 28.47639 81.4309Min 60.53964 141.0699 6.506134 57.75831Max 84.80397 241.3825 64.65001 84.96558
9 Avg 69.70156 210.5575 33.15675 80.66483Min 64.24132 123.85 12.61413 69.36089Max 77.1488 266.5273 38.58111 98.47426
10 Avg 73.00651 176.4561 13.75707 82.84641Min 144.79 7.85675 69.96066

Type 2: Electrofacies for Cadda 1With respect to TTI, this well reaches an oil productionzone. Log data electrofacies of 4 from major electrofaciesfor gas shale are determined to have high DT, GR, andIND, but low SP (Figure 4). Kockatea shale in this wellconsists of dark gray to black, micaceous and silty withthin interbeds or lenses very fine-grained sandstone andsiltstone. Kockatea formation overlies unconformity in theCarynginia Formation.
Electrofacies for Erregulla 1With respect to geochemical data and TTI, this wellreaches an oil production zone. Log data electrofaciesof 4 have high DT, GR, and IND, but low SP (Figure 5).
Electrofacies for Euragoa 1With respect to geochemical data, this well reaches anoil production zone. Log data electrofacies of 3, 4, 9, and10 with high DT, GR, and IND, but low SP are potentialshale gas sources (Figure‘ 6). Kockatea shale in this well

Figure 4. Electrofacies for Cadda 1 in the Perth Basin.

Figure 5. Electrofacies for Erregulla 1 in the Perth Basin.

shows 3 to 5 methane units in the core and cutting sam-ples. Lithologies were thinly interbedded into interlami-nated shale with dark gray, slickensides, massive to fis-sile, micaceous, hard and brittle, partly silty siltstone withdark gray micaceous clay. Furthermore, pale gray, quart-
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zose, sparkling, hard and brittle, slightly to very calcare-ous fine-grained sandstone to very fine-grained sucrosicthat is partly calcareous near the top of the formation wereobserved.

Figure 6. Electrofacies for Euragoa 1 in the Perth Basin.

Electrofacies for Mondarra 1With respect to geochemical data, this well reaches an oilproduction zone. Meanwhile, based on TTI and Ro, thiswell reaches a gas production zone. Log data electrofaciesof 4 with high DT, GR, and IND, but low SP are potentialshale gas sources (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Electrofacies for Mondarra 1 in the Perth Basin.

Electrofacies for Mount Horner 1This well includes geochemical and Ro data, whichreaches an oil production zone. With respect to log data,the electrofacies of 3, 4, 9, and 10 with high DT, GR, andIND, but low SP are potential shale gas sources (Fig-ure 8). The Kockatea Formation in this well consists ofshale, siltstone, and fine-grained sandstone.

Figure 8. Electrofacies for Mount Horner 1 in the Perth Basin.

Electrofacies for North Erregula 1With respect to geochemical and TTI, this well reaches anoil production zone. In terms of log data, the electrofaciesof 3, 4, 9, and 10 with high DT, GR, and IND, but lowSP are potential shale gas sources (Figure 9). Kockateashale in this well consists of minor siltstone and sand-stone. Reports from this well also show trace gas.

Figure 9. Electrofacies for North Erregulla 1 in the Perth Basin

Electrofacies for South Turtle Dove 1With respect to geochemical data, this well reaches an oilproduction zone. Log data electrofacies with gas shale po-tential were not found in this well (Figure 10). Kockateashale in this well (core and cutting) consists of interbed-ded shale and siltstone, rare carbonaceous, grade to siltysandstone, calcite vein traces, limestone, and sandstone.At the base of this well, silty sandstone with shale andtraces of coal were found.
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Figure 10. Electrofacies for South Turtle Dove 1 in the Perth Basin.

Electrofacies for Strawberry Hill 1With respect to geochemical data, this well reaches an oilproduction zone. In terms of TTI and Ro, this well reachesa gas production zone. Log data electrofacies with gasshale potential were not found in this well (Figure 11).Kockatea shale in this well consists of shale with minorsiltstone and sandstone.

Figure 11. Electrofacies for Strawberry Hill 1 in the Perth Basin.

Type 3: Electrofacies for Beharra 2This well contains geochemical data that do not generateoil or gas. Log data electrofacies with gas shale potentialwere not found in this well (Figure 12). Kockatea shale inthis well is dominated by dark gray fissile shale, which isstrongly slickensided in the lower part. Minor gray–greensiltstone occurs mainly at the top.
5. Conclusion
Ten wells in the Perth Basin were studied based on logdata, modeled burial history, and maturation. Three types

Figure 12. Electrofacies for Beharra 2 in the Perth Basin.

of situations have been defined regarding shale gas po-tential and characteristic electrofacies identification. Withrespect to burial history, thermal modeling, and geochem-ical data, the following wells reach the following stages,as confirmed by all the aforementioned data: Yardarino1, gas stage; Beharra 2, no reahing. The data were con-firmed with electrofacies data, as shown in the following:Yardarino 1 has electrofacies 3, 4, 9, and 10 with gas shalepotential properties, whereas Beharra 2 does not have theaforementioned electrofacies. With respect to geochemi-cal data, TTI, and Ro, the other studied wells reach oilgeneration zones. However, the electrofacies for some ofthese wells show that they can reach gas stages and con-sist of electrofacies with gas shale potential. Therefore,in gas-producing wells, electrofacies data help determinethe exact location of gas shale zones. Wells with oil zonesindicate potential for generating gas.
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